JOB OFFER :: WIKI DEVELOPER
TREEs research collective, School of Community & Public Affairs
Winter 2020

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
TREEs (Transformation, Research, Economies, and Ecosystems) is a self-managed research collective composed of students, faculty and community partners. It works on documenting emancipatory economic initiatives proliferating on the margins of the social economy. Different field sites are underway, including Treaty 6 Cree territory, Atikamekw territory, Park Extension/Little Burgundy and Pointe-Saint-Charles.

JOB DESCRIPTION
The wiki developer will work with researchers to design and implement an internal wiki to gather knowledge created by members of Bâtiment 7 as related to self-management and commoning. For the next two years, the researchers will facilitate regular wiki workshops to accompany members as they feed the wiki. Once enough is collected, the wiki will be made public and also published as a print book.

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES & TASKS
1. Design, configure and implement a wiki in consultation with researchers
2. Populate the wiki with initial content
3. Train researchers to manage the wiki and to train users

QUALIFICATIONS
1. Experience with open source software configuration;
2. Experience with wiki software configuration, ideally DokuWiki (able to install plugins, software updates, etc.);
3. Creative, autonomous and organized;
4. Able to work in a dynamic and collaborative team environment; and
5. Able to read and write English; able to understand written French.

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA
* Student at Concordia, a plus
* Active in community and social movements, an asset

WORKING CONDITIONS
Hours & pay scale: 40-60 hour contract @ $20.53-$27.65/hour (following TRAC rates)
Timeframe: work to be done ASAP (by the end of February 2020 at the very latest)
Work-site: can work from home with occasional meetings at Concordia or Bâtiment 7

TO APPLY: Send cover letter and CV to Noura Nasser, research assistant at TREEs, by 17th January 2020. Email: noura.nasser@economiesdecommunaute.org

If you wish to be considered for employment equity:
TREEs values the contribution of individuals who identify as members of marginalized communities. We encourage, among others, Indigenous people, people of colour, people with disabilities, people identifying as LGBT2QI, women, formerly incarcerated or institutionalized people, immigrants and people from working class backgrounds to apply. We also understand that applicants may experience a number of these identities simultaneously in ways that reinforce and nuance their experience. We are committed to creating an organization as diverse as the communities we serve. If you so desire, please self-identify in the cover letter, but note that you are not expected to go into detailed explanations.